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…derives its name from its bottling date a full decade following harvest.
"[Valenciso]
selected a cuvée from an
Valenciso “10 Años Después” 2007 is a very limited edition of 4000
bottles, from a vintage
whose characteristics
offered the clear potential
exceptional
75-year-old
vineyard
in the
for achieving elegance through longevity.
north of Haro for long aging in concrete
Utilizing modern-era concrete vats, the objective was to ascertain the
and Russian
oak
nine
years
in total.
benefits of long
agingbarrels,
outside of the oak
cask. Years
in vat confirmed
wine’s ability to retain its full aromatic expression and color,
It's the
elegant,
polished,
subtle
and
while developing an extraordinary roundness on the palate.
developed,
with perfectly integrated oak
During those years in concrete, the elegant and powerful
Valenciso Blanco
was created,
demonstrating
in the
process very
the
offering faint
spices
and
smoke,
with
clear tendency of lightly toasted Caucasus oak to preserve fruit
nice fruit,
and
bright.
The
palate
andclean
enhance finesse.
Following
first use for
the white
wine, these is
barriqueswith
were applied
to the 2007 vintagetexture
red from concrete,
super sleek
a polished
and
seeking additional layers of complexity.
refined tannins. Silky and smooth, a
10 Años Después has achieved a luxurious richness while
pleasure
tofinesse
drink.”
preserving
the vividness and
of Tempranillo grapes grown
in the chalky-clay soils of the estate’s highest old-vine parcels. It
maintains the extended aging traditions of the great Rioja wines
of the past, while offering the potential for evolving over many
years in the
bottle.
Gutiérrez,
Wine Advocate, February 2018
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now, or cellar.

Wood cases of 3x750
—Very Limited—
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